Festivals Malta together with
The Malta Carnival Committee
welcomes you to the

KARNIVAL TA’ MALTA 2022
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Welcome to the 2022 edition of Carnival. These past two
years have proved to be challenging to say the least, but
it has also been a learning curve for Festivals Malta in
terms of all of its events, particularly for Carnival. Last
year, we experienced a Carnival as never before, with
street installations around Valletta and various localities
around Malta, an exhibition of costumes, among others.
Given the present situation, Carnival will take a similar
format this year, with an additional photography
exhibition and a theatrical version of the Qarcilla in
collaboration with Spazju Kreattiv in our best efforts to
safeguard all participants, staff and the public.

Annabelle
Stivala
Festivals Malta
CEO

Nevertheless, Carnival will still take place this year and
Festivals Malta will continue to work hard to preserve
this tradition, which is part of our cultural identity.
I would like to thank the Carnival community for
their cooperation, the staff at Festivals Malta for their
dedication, our Artistic Director and the Ministry for the
Cultural Heritage, the Arts and Local Government for
their support.
Let’s hope for a better year ahead so that Carnival can
once again return to its former glory.

Jason
Busuttil

Once again, due to COVID-19, Carnival will not be held in
the traditional format we know and love. While Carnival
floats and competitive dances are greatly missed within
the dynamic of Carnival, we are still working closely with
our participants to ensure an unforgettable experience
for our community. Carnival has always formed a strong
part of the Maltese identity and together with Festivals
Malta, we will always work to preserve this tradition to
the best of our ability.

Artistic Director

Similar to last year, this edition will feature various
competitive street installations around Valletta, as well
as some of last year’s installations in various localities
around Malta. We will also have a non-competitive
costume exhibition featuring past Carnival costumes,
an exhibition of carnivalesque photography and a live
production of the Qarcilla, all at and in collaboration
with Spazju Kreattiv.
While we wholeheartedly invite you to participate in
all our events, may we remind you to respect all public
health guidelines so that we can return to normality and
celebrate Carnival to its fullest potential!
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Thoughts Behind the Concept
The concept behind this year’s Carnival visuals was primarily inspired
from current events. It portrays the current situation in a comic scenario
that through its humour provides a beacon of hope.
The beloved King Carnival finds himself front and centre in this year’s concept, as he is
prepared to save Carnival which is currently at the mercy of COVID-19. Our hero is dressed
for the occasion, sporting an elaborate Carnival costume symbolising Carnival’s effort to
rise above the current situation. Vaccine in hand, together with his trusty ‘Booster’, he is
prepared to be rid of the virus which has been holding him back, once and for all!
While this year’s edition of Il-Karnival ta’ Malta will be different from the grandiose
event we are used to, Carnival enthusiasts will still enjoy this cultural tradition through
an alternative programme which celebrates carnivalesque installations, costumes and
photography. This year’s concept shows our culture’s perseverance to persist despite the
current situation, with King Carnival nearing his triumph over COVID-19 thanks to the
vaccine.

Eric Leone

Eric
Leone
Illustrator
Eric Leone is a professional artist and lecturer
who specialises in concept art, illustration
and animation. He produces art for video
games, board games, card games, comics,
books, online publications, marketing and
also for private commissions. Being able to
work in a variety of styles in both traditional
and digital media, most of his work is typically
painted in realistic/semi-realistic styles that
combine advanced artistic techniques and
immersive storytelling. When it comes to the
subject matter, Eric likes to explore subjects
related to fantasy, mythology, fiction or
anything that is not specifically related to the
real world.
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CARNIVAL
PROGRAMME

Tickets Available
Kreattivita.org

Special Edition

THROUGH THE EYES
OF A FRIEND
Photo Exhibition

20 January – 6 March
Free Entrance

A photographic exhibition of
carnivalesque photography by
Frank Kirchner, Curated by Antione
Farrugia

COSTUMES
EXHIBITION
27 January – 6 March
Free Entrance

A non-competitive exhibition
featuring carnival costumes from
previous years

Space B, Spazju Kreattiv
St James Cavalier, Valletta

IL-QARĊILLA

Monday
9AM – 5PM (28 February only)

25 January – 27 February

Entrance Fee: €10.00 incl. VAT
Concessions: €7.00 incl. VAT

Tuesday to Friday
9AM – 9PM
Saturday to Sunday
10AM – 9PM

In collaboration with

A live rendition of il-Qarċilla, a
traditional poetic farce synonymous
with Carnival

Spazju Kreattiv Theatre
St James Cavalier, Valletta
Starting Time
25 - 26 January
8PM
27 January
7PM

In collaboration with

** Disclaimer

** Disclaimer

Atrium, Spazju Kreattiv
St James Cavalier, Valletta
Monday
9AM – 5PM (28 February only)
Tuesday to Friday
9AM – 9PM
Saturday to Sunday
10AM – 9PM

In collaboration with

ARTISTIC
INSTALLATIONS

20 January – 6 March

Competitive artistic installations
that were designed and produced
by Carnival participants for this
edition of Il-Karnival ta’ Malta. Due
to the current COVID-19 measures,
these static artistic installations
have replaced the traditional
carnival floats for this year’s edition

Location

** Disclaimer

Free Entrance

St George’s Square, Valletta;
Great Siege Square, Valletta;
Freedom Square, Valletta;
St Paul’s Square, Ħamrun;
Next to Holy Trinity Church,
Marsa; St Joseph High street,
Marsa; The Mall, Floriana

** Disclaimer
This event is being organised in line with current COVID-19 measures. For more information about admission
requirements please check here: https://deputyprimeminister.gov.mt/en/health-promotion/covid-19/Pages/mitigationconditions-and-guidances.aspx
Those not abiding by the latest measures will be refused admission and will not be refunded.
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ARTISTIC
INSTALLATIONS
Sketches Reproduced by Eric Leone

BIL-PARTEĊIPAZZJONI TA’
TOI TOI COLLECTIVE
U MISTEDNIN SPEĊJALI
27 TA’ FRAR – 1 TA’ MARZU
BILJETTI: WWW.TEATRUMANOEL.MT
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TAL-LANDA CARNIVAL
COMPANY

TA’ NENA
KARNIVAL TEAM

Leaders
Clyde Axisa, Clint Axisa and Carlos Axisa

Leaders
Ronald Ghiller and Charlo Theuma

Mużika bl-Istrumenti Preparajt,
Minn Re Għal Deejay Spiċċajt!

Ħriġna Dawra bil-Karozzin,
Biex il-Belt Naslu fil-Ħin

This year King Carnival decided to take-up deejaying as his new hobby!
Join King Carnival as he starts his new reign in music and dance with a
mission to add some musical flair to this edition of Carnival!

Ta’ Nena Karnival Team present a whimsical installation featuring the puppet
master and Pinnochio as they make their way to Carnival. Will Pinnochio be
able to finally rid himself of his master’s control and cut-away the strings that
bind him?

Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
King Carnival
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Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section A
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TOTOPERŻUTA
CARNIVAL COMPANY

TRITON
CARNIVAL COMPANY

Leaders
Roderick Zerafa and Raymond Zerafa

Leaders
Joswa Borg and Ronnie Spiteri

Ma’ Ġużeppi l-Prince Trabbejt Biex
it-Tritoni u l-Karnival Ħabbejt

Fl-Orjent Lilna Ssibuna u
fit-Tradizzjoni Jsemmuna

An homage to one of Carnival’s most prominent figures Ġużeppi Zerafa
(Il-Prince). Known for his unforgettably daring performance on the Tritoni
Fountain and his involvement with Carnival, TotoPerżuta Carnival Company
present an installation to commemorate where it all began!

The orient meets Mediterranean culture, as the cunning martial artist and
the beautiful Geisha make their way to Valletta to celebrate Carnival!

Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section A
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Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section A
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TAL-BANDA CARNIVAL
COMPANY

BUFFALO CARNIVAL
COMPANY

Leaders
Charlie Briffa

Leaders
Shaun Curmi and Tyrone Curmi

Bl-Abra u l-Maġija Ħloqna
Festa ta’ Fantasija

Mill-Cartoons Għar-Realtà
u Lgħabna Logħba b’Ċelebrità!

Tal-Banda Carnival Company present the story of three sister witches, known
for their crazy shenanigans. This year, The Sanderson Sisters will make their
way to St George’s Square in Valletta to cause all sorts of chaos and show off
their many magic tricks!

From the basketball court to St George’s Square in Valletta! Buffalo Carnival
Company tell the tale of a basketball star who finds himself playing with
cartoon characters on his team … who do you think will win?!

Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section B
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Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section B
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TWINS CARNIVAL
COMPANY

TAL-KAPTAN CARNIVAL
COMPANY

Leaders
Tonio Scerri and Alfred Scerri

Leaders
Charlie Briffa and Owen Briffa

Il-Filming Sfrattajt, Ġrejt Warajk
u fil-Karnival Spiċċajt

Għall-Karnival Ta’ Malta
Dinosawru Ġie Jarana

Twins Carnival Company take us on the set of Jurassic World in Valletta.
During the filming, one of the dinosaurs decided to outshine the star actors
and take centre stage during Carnival in St George’s Square.
Let’s hope he’s not hungry!

What happens if a T-Rex escapes from Jurassic Park and ends up at
Carnival?! Tal-Kaptan Karnival Company present an installation featuring one
of the most popular predators from prehistoric times.
We promise that he’s friendly!

Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section B
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Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section B
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DREAMTEAM CARNIVAL
COMPANY

CRUSHER CARNIVAL COMPANY IN
COLLABORATION WITH EASYGAS

Leaders
Alvin Livori and Clint Zammit

Leaders
Kevin Chetcuti and Brenda Chetcuti

Dreamteam Goes
Grease

Karattru Kuraġġuż, xi Ftit Misterjuż
u għall-Ħelu Famuż!

Take out your dancing shoes and join Travolta and Newton John together
with the greasers at St George’s Square, Valletta! Dreamteam Carnival
Company transport us to the 70’s with this nostalgic installation.

One fine day, Willy Wonka decided that he did not want to spend more time
making chocolate at his factory alone. So he gathered his Oompa Loompas
and joined Crusher Carnival Company to celebrate Carnival in Valletta!

Location
St George’s Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section B
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Location
Freedom Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section C
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TA’ COSTU CARNIVAL
COMPANY

TAL-KIEKA CARNIVAL
COMPANY

Leaders
Costantino Gouder, Nicholas Gouder and Silvan Pace

Leaders
Alfred Baldacchino and Josef Baldacchino

Ice Age

Allegrija f’Qiegħ il-Baħar,
Karnival Hemm Gawdejnieh

Ta’ Costu Carnival Company take us back in time to a place where sabretooth
tigers, mammoths and weasels ruled the icy plains of the world. Let’s see
what these prehistoric animals think of our Carnival!

Tal-Kieka Carnival Company tell the tale of a clown who sadly could not
celebrate Carnival as usual this year. But that did not stop him! Instead, he
decided to party with the sea creatures at the bottom of the Mediterranean!

Location
Freedom Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section C
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Location
Freedom Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section D
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ĊAQQUBON CARNIVAL
COMPANY

BERAQ AND ENZO
CARNIVAL COMPANY

Leaders
Bjorn Bonett and James Azzopardi

Leaders
Elton Edward Xuereb and Halejandro Edwardo Zammit

Minn mal-Banda Iżolajt, Indoqq
fit-Toroq Jiena Spiċċajt!

Minn Sena ta’ Suċċessi Ġejna Biex
m’Għand Enzo Żaqqna Mlejna

Since the band could not meet for their feast, one courageous member
decided to take matters into his own hands. Now a one-man band, he took to
the streets to spread some joy across Malta.

Italy had a fantastic year from the Euro Cup and Eurovision, to the Great
British Bake-Off and Strictly Come Dancing – Italy dominated headlines with
their winning streak. To celebrate, they decided to come to Malta’s Carnival
and enjoy a plate of pasta from chef Enzo Abela in this tribute installation by
Beraq and Enzo Carnival Company.

Location
Great Siege Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section D
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Location
Great Siege Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section D
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FAMILJA WAĦDA
CARNIVAL COMPANY

ARMENI CARNIVAL
COMPANY

Leaders
Jesmond Goodlip and Fletcher Cini

Leaders
Jackie Armeni and Dino Armeni

Pinocchio l-Pittur

Mit-Tnejn sal-Ħadd, Nolqtu
l-Gosti ta’ Kulħadd

Pinocchio has always wanted to become a painter. This year he is living his
dream, as Familja Waħda Carnival Company decided to make his wish
come true.

Local television presenters from various lifestyle shows abandoned their
programme to join in the carnival festivities this year. Let’s hope that they
return to the studio before they go live!

Location
Great Siege Square, Valletta

Section
Installations Section D
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Location
St George Square, Valletta

(available for viewing on Sunday 27th February Only)
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Section
Grotesque Masks

ICJ GODWIN CARNIVAL GROUP IN
COLLABORATION WITH LA DOLCE
PASTICCERIA
Leaders
Isaac Scerri

Leaders
Sandro Spiteri and Paul Chetcuti

Fil-Passat u l-Preżent Popolari,
Flimkien Għamilna Orkestra Oriġinali

Hansel and Gretel
This year, Hansel and Gretel decided to visit Valletta during Carnival and it
seems that the witch has set aside her evil ways to join in the fun as well!

Location
St George Square, Valletta

Section
Grotesque Masks

(Available for viewing on Sunday 27 February Only)
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PASSIONS CARNIVAL
FRIENDS

The past and present unite in this nostalgic installation by Passions Carnival
Friends. Cartoon characters new and old meet to rock it out in their own
band … just in time for Carnival!

Location
St Paul Square, Ħamrun

Section
Expression of Interest
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TA’ TONI CARNIVAL
COMPANY

RNG CARNIVAL
COMPANY

Leaders
Anthony Tabone

Leaders
Reedemer Casha and Benny Casha

Merlinu s-Saħħar Famuż

Mill-Frott Kollu Għażilt Tuffieħa
Għax Rajtha Sabiħa

A wise old wizard was wandering around the magical forest when suddenly
a mysterious portal appeared out of nowhere. Curious, the wizard stepped
in through the portal only to land on Ta’ Toni Carnival Company’s installation
during Carnival!

Location
Next to Holy Trinity Church, Marsa

Section
Expression of Interest
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You are sure to find one bad apple in the bunch! This is what happened to
Snow White as she was lured in by the evil witch who gave her the poisonous
apple. RNG Carnival Company share a message to always be careful in life!

Location
St Joseph High Street, Ħamrun

Section
Expression of Interest
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ETIENNE GALEA
AND RYAN GALEA

KURUN & FRIENDS
CARNIVAL COMPANY

Leaders
Etienne Galea and Ryan Galea

Leaders
Paul Mizzi and Joe Mizzi

Min Mejjet Fis-Sakra u Min Mejjet
għall-Qatra

Kurun’s Ark

Money makes the world go round! Etienne and Ryan Galea’s installation
personifies the popular Maltese saying that in life some are blessed with
endless riches while others spend years trying to earn their fortune through a
man who can’t seem to have his fill of wine!

Kurun & Friends Carnival Company have gathered all the animals of the
world on their ark so that they can sail together to Malta, just in time to
celebrate Carnival!

Location
Giovanni F. Abela Street, Marsa

Section
Expression of Interest
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Location
The Mall, Floriana

(In front of Phoenicia Hotel – Behind Christ the King Monument)
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Section
Expression of Interest

RETIRE
IN ST YLE
PENSION PLAN
For more information call MAPFRE
MSV Life on freephone 8007 2220,
visit www.msvlife.com, or contact
any of our Tied Insurance
Intermediaries.

Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances. Tax legislation & the amount of rebate may change in the future.
MAPFRE MSV Life p.l.c. (C-15722) is authorised by the Malta Financial Services Authority (MFSA) to carry on long term
business under the Insurance Business Act. MAPFRE MSV Life p.l.c. is regulated by the MFSA.

Photo by Sebio Aquilina

would have chosen to wear would possibly be considered disturbing by those who
aren’t familiar with its history,” Zahra starts off.
He explains how, back then, every village conducted its own festivities. Some of
the costume traditions of the day have survived in some localities, such as the one
in Nadur, Gozo, or even the one in Ħal Għaxaq, where the local carnival takes on a
semi-satirical tinge.
“You wouldn’t have seen any colourful costumes back then. Everything was more
spontaneous, with people deciding what to wear that same day or maybe the
day before. And costumes weren’t based on the grotesque style we’re used to
nowadays, but were more likely to be based around whatever was happening in
the village.”
Thus, Zahra continues, if a village were experiencing a problem with stray dogs,
someone might decide to dress up as a ‘dog catcher’. The twist? It wouldn’t have
been at all unusual for said person to drag a real dog carcass around with them.

A CUSTOM
OF COSTUMES
As preparations for this year’s
carnival festivities are in full
swing, Ramona Depares
follows the journey of Maltese
costumes through the ages.

“Sounds unbelievable, today, right? But
elements of animal cruelty were not at
all unusual in the early days of Maltese
carnival. And this aspect wasn’t unique
to Malta either. Some remote Eastern
European villages still follow such
customs,” Zahra says.

The Maltese carnival is known for its colourful flurry of costumes, with the
young and old taking pleasure in dressing up as fantasy characters, the
looks of merry-makers steeped in fantasy, magic and pop culture.

Before carnival costumes evolved into
what they are today, they went through
other changes. In the 16th century, the
Knights introduced more ‘official’ carnival
celebrations to Malta, with the French,
Germans, and Italian knights especially
helping give a new shape and identity to
Maltese carnival costumes, Zahra says.

Of course, traditions evolve significantly through the years, and the
same can be said for our carnival costumes, which have gone through
numerous changes since the Maltese first started celebrating carnival.
I had a chat with George Zahra, vice-chairman of the Carnival Committee,
and pretty much the definitive guru for all things carnival related,
including the drastic way that the approach of the Maltese to carnival
costumes has changed throughout the decades.

“During the times of the knights, the
focus was on rich costumes and the
introduction of the ‘grotesque’ element.
It was not simply about hiding your face
behind a mask, but about taking on an
entirely new identity, like that of a fox or a
lion,” he explains.

“For starters, the Maltese carnival is older than many believe, as we
actually already celebrated it even before the Knights showed up in
Malta in 1535. But of course, it was a very different carnival than we are
used to today, and seeing some of the costumes that people of the day
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“However, I do hope that we don’t start emulating other countries by
buying ready-made costumes from China. This would be a shame,” he
concludes.
His words reflect artistic director Jason Busuttil’s thoughts. Busuttil has
been involved in the carnival festivities since the age of seven - now 47, he
says he has seen a complete evolution in terms of the style of costumes.
“When I was a child, people in costumes would parade in sulkies, and
there was a definite trend of men dressing up in drag, which was viewed
as comic. Eventually that trend gave way to costumes that denoted a
strong artistry, with all ornaments and accessories being handmade,
usually out of foam. Nowadays the focus is more on using expensive
fabric with ready-made motifs. The result is very rich costumes that are
certainly more expensive, but not necessarily as creative,” Busuttil says.

The tradition became more akin to the costumes that rich European
women wore to the big balls on the mainland, with the knights inviting
young Maltese girls to such balls and providing them with rich and
expensive costumes.

To balance out this trend, he adds, a new category was added three years
ago to carnival contests, where only costumes created in the traditional
style, with foam and cheaper material, are eligible.
I reached out to Festivals Malta director Annabelle Stivala to find out more
about this new category, which falls under Section D of the competitive

“The mask was only a very basic requirement. Most participants would
opt for Venetian style costumes, very ornate and over the top. Naturally,
the Maltese couldn’t really afford to follow suit, so those who weren’t
being gifted with gorgeous costumes by the knights decided to create
their own traditions too,” Zahra adds.
Thus we see the introduction of horses and sulkies to an unofficial carnival
parade, with farmers and workers riding into the cities in their sulkies
and on horseback, dressing up as whatever they could think of and they
could afford. The parade was totally spontaneous, with no planned route
and timings, a ritual that continued until the British arrived in Malta.

costumes competition. She explains how
the decision to introduce it came about as
a result of continuing efforts to preserve
the traditional Maltese costume.

“The British don’t really have an elaborate carnival, unlike the rest
of Europe, so it wasn’t a tradition they were pushing. But the Maltese
continued to build on the costumes that they had grown to love, copying
other European carnivals but also creating their own style of costume.”

“Traditionally, costumes would be created
out of foam, and characterized by a specific
variety of colours. This new category
ensures that the tradition isn’t lost to time,
especially given that companies have
started making more elaborate costumes
to elevate the quality of their competitive
costumes,” she says.

Carnival balls, typically called ‘Veljuni’, made a return, he says, and even
here there was a distinction, with some carnival balls attracting the richer
crowd that could afford elaborate costumes, while other balls becoming
the domain of those who were poorer, and who tended to favour
spontaneous costumes created using anything they could find. Around
the 1900s there was a shift to start including children in the dressing up
process, with the costumes taking on a more fantastical and creative
aspect.

Clearly, carnival is an ever-evolving
celebration and it’s likely that - while
laudable efforts to keep traditions alive
continue being kept up - costumes will
continue to change according to the
trends of the time. One thing’s for sure
though. Whichever form it takes, dressing
up for carnival is unlikely to ever fall out of
fashion.

“At this point, the concept of a carnival float hadn’t yet taken hold, so the
costumes did most of the work. By the 1970s, Sliema had become the
shining star in terms of costumes, a trend that was to change after 1975,
when Valletta took over,” Zahra recollects with a smile.
Soon after that, costumes started moving towards the Caribbean/
Brazilian style, with current trends still very much taking inspiration from
foreign styles.
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Article by
Ramona Depares
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CARNIVAL 2021
WINNERS
Sketch was reproduced

by Eric Leone

All photos were taken

by Sebio Aquilina

Category
Artistic
Installations

Costumes
Category A

Costumes
Category B

Costumes
Category C

Costumes
Children’s
Category D

Title
X’Ferħa Ħadu l-Maltin
Meta l-Pirati Daħlu bilVaċċin

Leaders
Chris Aquilina and
Marvic Aquilina

Leaders
Christian Caruana

Leaders
Malcolm Bezzina and
Joanne Zammit

Leaders
Gabriella Stagno
Piscopo

Leaders
Alvin Livori and Clint
Zammit

Company
Tad-Deheb Carnival
Company in
collaboration with
Continental Cars Ltd

Company
Shake Dancers

Company
MJ Carnival Troupe

Company
Tarxien Lookstar
Dancers

Company
Dreamteam Carnival
Company
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Festivals Malta is the national government body dedicated
to the nurturing and growth of festivals and cultural events
in Malta and Gozo.
The agency was launched in 2017 and entrusted with a varied portfolio of festivals to foster
creativity, professionalism, participation and cultural education in the sector. It is responsible
for an annual calendar of more than 160 separate activities across 9 engaging and accessible
festivals and 5 national events that serve as a platform for local artists to showcase their
talents and reflect the variety of cultural life on the Maltese archipelago, preserving local
traditions, cultivating an environment of creativity and artistic expression and promoting public
awareness of the arts. By acting as the focal point of collaboration and cross-promotion in the
creative sector, Festivals Malta works to raise the profile of Maltese culture in the community
and to promote Malta internationally as a festival destination.

20222022202220222022
Festival Dates

10 – 11 June

16 June – 2 July

28 – 31 July

11 – 16 July

1 October

www.festivals.mt
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